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Focus of Learning
Walk

The strength of British Value in the school and how all staff
implement this into their lessons.

Relevant
information read
prior to Learning
Walk

I looked at the school values and how they were embedded into
school policies

Background

Method

I had a discussion with Miss Weston where we discussed British value and
what they meant to the school and how she leads this within the school.
I also had an opportunity to walk round the school visiting each classroom
while each class were taking part in their circle time based around the
school’s values.

Observations

I first visited Class 2 were children were very engaged with each other and
their teacher. Their own work displayed on the walls demonstrated that the
values of friendship and kindness were very much embedded in to their
class room community.
We then moved to Class 3 where I was overwhelmed to listen to children
having very open and honest discussions and showing such mutual respect
for their teacher. They were discussing the diverse society that we live in
and how that sometimes can cause problems.
I then visited Class 4 who just blew me away with their mature attitudes
towards their learning again their respect for the adult with them was
amazing. She calmly spoke to them about the rule of law and how this can
be difficult in different cultures. I then moved to the Class 1 with the
youngest children in the school where I was inspired by a teacher who is just
amazing how she just gets how her children think and work best. Tackling
decisions by making things fun and interesting and always involving children
in decisions being made about their day.
To see this in a Reception class is just brilliant and really will be embedded
what is expected by pupils as they move through the school.

Link to School
Development Plan
Conclusion

Recommendations

The school demonstrates a strong sense of British values which are
embedded throughout by staff in a sensitive, fun and inspiring way. Miss
Weston leads as the Head Teacher leads by example and strives to make
each pupil and the school a shining example of how we can live in a diverse
society in harmony.

Promote to parents the importance of British Values to develop their
understanding and the impact this can have on their child.

